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Defender Aura
At Will * Aura

Personal  Fighter Utility
Action: Minor Action

Effect: You activate an aura 1 that lasts until you end it as
a minor action or until you fall unconscious.  Whie in the
aura, any enemy takes a -2 penalty to attack rolls when it
makes an attack that does not include among its targets
either you or an ally of yours who has this aura active. 
Marked enemies are not subject to this aura.

You work to occupy nearby foes using a combination of
fighting skill and clever tactics to keep them distracted.

Knight Level 1
at will

Battle Guardian
At Will * Martial

Personal  Fighter Attack
Action: Opportunity Action

Effect: You make a melee basic attack against the
triggering enemy.  If the attack misses, the enemy still
takes damage equal to your Strength modifier.
Trigger: An enemy subject to your Defender Aura either
shifts or makes an attack that targets an ally of yours but
not you or an ally who has an active Defender Aura.

Ignoring you in battle leaves a foe open to a devastating
attack.

Knight Level 1
at will

Defend the Line
At Will * Martial, Stance

Personal  Fighter Utility
Action: Minor Action

Effect: You assume the defend the line stance.  Until the
stance ends, whenever you hit an enemy with a melee
basic attack using a weapon, that enemy is slowed until
the end of your next turn.

Your attack staggers a foe, hindering its attempts to flee
from you.

Knight Level 1
at will

Measured Cut
At Will * Martial, Stance

Personal  Fighter Utility
Action: Minor Action

Effect: You assume the measured cut stance.  Until the
stance ends, whenever you hit an enemy with a melee
basic attack using a weapon, you can shift 1 square as a
free action.

Each carefully timed strike lets you slip through your foes
without fear of reprisal.

Knight Level 1
at will

Power Strike
Encounter * Martial, Weapon

Personal  Fighter Attack
Action: Free Action
Target: The enemy you hit

Effect: The target takes 1[W] extra damage from the
triggering attack.
Level 17: 2[W] extra damage.
Level 27: 3[W] extra damage.
Trigger: You hit an enemy with a melee basic attack
using a weapon

Knight Level 1
encounter

Fey Step
Encounter * Teleportation

Personal  
Action: Move action

Effect: You teleport up to 5 squares

You step through the boundary between the planes,
disappearing for a moment before reappearing somewhere
else.

Eladrin Racial Utility
encounter


